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Daily Current Affairs – 2019 
(31st May) 

Resources: The Hindu /PIB 
Topic: For Prelims and Mains 
Capital buffers: RBI draft norms timely for NBFCs (Editorial) : 

Why in news? RBI has put up the draft circular, Liquidity Risk 
Management Framework for Non-Banking Financial Companies and 
Core Investment Companies. 

Background: / What are the new rules? 

• LCR – Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs) should maintain a 
liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) in line with banks. 

• The LCR requires banks to hold enough high-quality liquid assets 
(HQLA) that can be sold to fund banks during a stress scenario. 

• The LCR requirement shall be binding on NBFCs from April 01, 
2020. The liquidity rules were proposed for all NBFCs. 

• But for NBFCs with assets above Rs 5,000 crore and deposit-taking 
NBFCs, the LCR is mandatory. HQLA – RBI has asked the firms to 
have sufficient High-Quality Liquid Asset (HQLA) that would keep 
them liquid for at least 30 days. 

• HQLAs are generally cash or government securities that can be 
quickly sold in the market to raise cash. The minimum HQLAs to be 
held from April 1, 2020 will be 60% of the LCR. 
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• But by April 1, 2024, large and deposit-taking NBFCs should have 
HQLAs of a minimum of 100% of net cash outflows over the next 
30 calendar days. 

• Collaterals – An NBFC must actively manage its collateral positions, 
differentiating between encumbered and unencumbered (free of 
liabilities) assets. 

• NBFCs should monitor such assets so that they can be mobilised in a 
timely manner. 

• All NBFCs must have contingency funding plans for responding to 
severe disruptions. 

• Liquidity position – Firms are to measure their liquidity in a 
granular manner, measuring as minutely as 1-7 days’, 8-14 days’, 
and 15-30 days’ period. 

• Asset-liability mismatches should not exceed 10-20% in the 
timeframes running up to a year. Liquidity position has to be reported 
to the RBI, along with the interest rate sensitivity statement. 
Liquidity positions should also be disclosed to the public for investors. 

• Earlier, the RBI also asked large NBFCs to introduce chief risk officers 
to manage asset- liability mismatches on the books. In addition to 
the structural and dynamic liquidity needs, a stock approach will 
also have to be maintained to gauge liquidity needs. 

• NBFCs were thus asked to maintain tools that would generate early 
warning on risk situations. 

What is the Rationale? 

Ø Since the IL&FS crisis, there has been notable uncertainty in the 
NBFC market. 

Ø Over the past few months, many NBFCs have not been able to borrow 
from markets, including banks.  

Ø In this backdrop, the regulatory norms are good for the long-term 
sustainability of the NBFC sector. With the RBI bringing in the 
guidelines to manage asset- liability mismatches, lenders will get 
more confidence. 

Ø It ensures that an NBFC has sufficient collateral to meet expected and 
unexpected borrowing needs. 
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About the LCR 

The liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) refers to the proportion of highly liquid 
assets held by financial institutions, to ensure their ongoing ability to meet 
short-term obligations. This ratio is essentially a generic stress test 

The LCR is calculated as: 

LCR = HQLAs / Net cash outflows 

The purpose of this requirement is to ensure that banks can manage 
stressed market conditions, under which the bank is assumed to suffer 
substantial outflows of the cash previously deposited with it. 

The LCR applies throughout the European Union: 

The LCR has been implemented in stages from 2015, to reach the 100% 
requirement by January 2019. 

It reduces the value to a bank of cash deposits of less than 30 days tenor, 
because they are only worth the income on the HQLAs if a bank forecasts no 
short term cash receipts to cover repayment. 

 

 

About the (NBFC): 

A Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFC) is a company registered under 
the Companies Act, 1956 engaged in the business of loans and advances, 
acquisition of shares/stocks/bonds/debentures/securities issued by 
Government or local authority or,  
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Topic: For Mains: 
37 EC recommendations pending since 2014 : 

Why in news? Among the 37 recommendations of the Election 
Commission’s working groups, pending since 2014, are the 
disqualification of candidates at the stage of framing of charges that attract 
a minimum of five years’ imprisonment; increased punishment for false 
affidavits; and permanent disqualification of those guilty of corruption and 
heinous crimes. 

About : 

• The nine working groups set up by the EC to suggest improvements in 
specific areas, based on their experience during the 2014 Lok Sabha 
elections, had submitted a total of 337 recommendations, of 
which 300 have been disposed of so far. 

• Among the suggestions was drafting of legal provisions to disqualify 
candidates for offences with a minimum of five years’ punishment 
on framing of charges, rather than on conviction. 

False affidavits: 

Ø Currently, under Section 8 of the Representation of the People 
Act (RPA), any person convicted and sentenced to imprisonment for 
the listed offences is disqualified from the date of conviction and 
remains disqualified for a further period of six years after his release. 

Changes to model code: 

• With respect to the model code of conduct (MCC), which has been 
evolved through consensus among political parties, a working group 
had suggested amendments empowering the Commission to issue 
notice to a party for necessary corrections in its manifesto.  

• It was also for the setting up of courts to adjudicate electoral offences 
and disallowing the use of government designations for the purposes 
of political publicity. 

• Another pending recommendation pertains to the introduction of 
indelible marker ink pens, instead of ink vials, as a pilot project. 
The quality check of the ink should be done by multiple independent 
laboratories, it was suggested. 
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Guidelines for parties: 

• Another group had submitted that the number of members required 
for the registration of a party should be increased from 100 to 
1,000. 

• Parties that do not field any candidate in elections should be de-
registered. Also, legal provisions should be drawn to regulate 
funding. A major recommendation is for drafting a comprehensive Bill 
that deals with registration, recognition and funding of political 
parties. 

• Standardization of elector photo identity card numbers, as they are 10 
digits in some States and 16 in others, is also one of the issues, 
apart from the setting up of fast-track courts for speedy resolution of 
expenditure-related matters. 

 

************ 

Facts for Prelims: 

v WHO to award Rajasthan health department:  
• Rajasthan’s medical and health department has been selected for the 

World Health Organisation (WHO) award for its contribution in the 
field of tobacco control. 

• The WHO has selected 33 institutions and individuals across the 
world for the award. In South-east Asian region, two have been 
selected from India, of which one is the Rajasthan government and the 
other is Prof Raj Kumar, director, Vallabhbhai Patel Chest Institute, 
New Delhi. 
 

v Puerto Williams, Chile – The Southernmost City in The World 
• Puerto Williams has been declared the southernmost city in the world, 

according to the bilateral agreement between Chile and Argentina. 

About the Puerto Williams : 

• Puerto Williams was founded in 1953 as a military settlement. It is 
located in Isla Navarino and is the capital city of Chile’s Antarctic 
province with less than 3,000 inhabitants.  
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